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COURT ENTERTAINMENT

MIDSUMMER NIGHTS DREAM

Produced by Dance Clubs

(Cast in Order of Appearance)

Firefly
Dew Drop
Moth
Cobweb
Peaseblossom
Mustard Seed
Titania, Queen
Oberon, King

Puck
2 Elves of the night
Bottom, a weaver (lion)
Quince, a carpenter (prompter)
Snug, a joiner (pizramus)
Flute, a bellows mender (thisble)
Snout, a tinker (wall)
Starling, a taylor (Moonshine)

SCENE I
Titania's attendants awaken and play, neglecting their duties. The Queen enters, reproaches them, and bids them prepare for Oberon's visit.

SCENE II
Oberon, Puck and two elves arrive and attempt to persuade Titania to give up her favorite charge. A quarrel results, and Titania and retinue exit.

SCENE III
Oberon instructs Puck in a plot to shame Titania into releasing the child. A love potion is to be placed in the eyes of the sleeping queen. When she awakens she will fall in love with the first object her eyes behold.

SCENE IV
Bottom and his friends, craftsmen from the town, enter the wood to rehearse a play. Two lovers can not gain their parents permission to marry. They decide to run away together. Pzramus arrives at the meeting
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place late and sees the scarf of Thisble at the feet of a lion, assumes his
love is dead, and kills himself. Thisble returns, and stabs herself with
Pyramus' dagger.

SCENE V
Roguish Puck crowns Bottom with an ass's head. The players disperse in
terror. Bottom is brought to Titania who awakens and falls in love with
him. Her attendants are ordered to serve Bottom, and satisfy his every
wish.

Oberon takes pity on Titania and orders Puck to release her from the spell.
Titania ashamed, agrees to give up her charge. The King and Queen are
reunited, and the whole court rejoices.
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